Committee on Health and Welfare

Will meet at:  9:30 am       Date: Tuesday, June 15, 2010

Location:  Committee Room 5

Remarks:

**HCR 207 HARDY**  WATER/DRINKING WATER  Directs the Fluoridation Advisory Board to address questions and concerns regarding the health, environmental, and fiscal effects of fluoridation of drinking water and to report responses to certain legislative committees.

**SCR 75 MARIONNEAUX**  MENTAL HEALTH  Requires legislative committee approval of DHH contracts of a term of more than three years in duration for the privatization of any portion of the activities which were performed by certain existing facilities or programs during FY 2009-2010 and directs DHH to include certain requirements and evaluation factors in RFPs for contracts.

**SB 238 BROOME**  WOMEN  Provides relative to the governor's office on women's policy. (gov sig)

**SB 684 CROWE**  CORONERS  Provides relative to the conduct of examinations and execution of emergency commitment certificates in certain parishes. (gov sig)

Presentation by the Department of Health and Hospitals regarding the effects of the recently passed Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act upon the state of Louisiana.
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CHAIRMAN